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Assessing the Chlorophyll-A calibration in 
Delayed Mode for the whole BGC-Argo fleet 

Introduction : The most used method to evaluate the CHLA parameter on floats is based on active 
fluorescence. Setting up a radiometer associated to a fluorometer on a float is an efficient way to 
assess the calibration of the CHLA (Xing et al., 2011, Xing et al., 2018), but presently, not all floats 
are equipped with such a sensor, preventing the whole fleet to be calibrated consistently. 

We present how existing methods are applied to BGC-Argo floats equipped with fluorometers and 
radiometers to calibrate CHLA and our adaptation with an innovative machine learning-based method 
to assess the CHLA correction for floats not equipped with a radiometer, making it applicable to the 
whole fleet and then at the global scale. 



The three steps of the Chlorophyll-A calibration in DM on BGC-Argo floats

➔ Step 1 : The Dark Correction 
rationale : Chlorophyll-A at depth is 0

   https://github.com/qjutard/dark_offset_chla

➔ Step 2 : The Non Photochemical Quenching Correction
rationale : The proportional relationship between chlorophyll-A and 
fluorescence is influenced by light
https://github.com/catsch/STEP2_QUENCHING

➔ Step 3 : The slope Correction 
rationale : The factory calibration is limited to represent
the fluorescence variability
https://doi.org/10.17882/86384 Light information 

can help assessing 
Step 2 and Step 3

https://github.com/qjutard/dark_offset_chla
https://github.com/catsch/STEP2_QUENCHING
https://doi.org/10.17882/86384


Impact of Light (PAR) on the NPQ correction (Step 2)



Assessing the calibration slope by using light (Step 3)

https://doi.org/10.17882/86384Roesler et al., 2017

Using Downwelling irradiance (Ed490) associated in combination with fluorometers allows 
to determine the calibration slope

https://doi.org/10.17882/86384


Soca radiometry : Spread radiometric fields on every floats 

Courtesy from P.R. Renosh/J. Zhang 

SOCA for Satellite Ocean Color merged with Argo data to infer bio-optical properties to depth 
(firstly published in Sauzède et al., 2016 and then upgraded)

→ trained using BGC-Argo data as reference: SOCA is already developed to retrieve bbp and Chla
→ Same development for radiometric variables (PAR, Ed380, Ed412 and Ed490)
→ For more details see the poster of Renosh P.R. et al. (Vertically resolved light models for the 
global ocean based on machine learning techniques)



Results : Comparison of Chlorophyll-A from floats with OC algorithm
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RMSE between Chlorophyll-A from 
floats at surface and 
Chlorophyll-A retrieved from 
satellite with different algorithms 
(OC5, and GSM) after a correction 
in Real Time (orange) and in 
Delayed Mode (green).

Coriolis Floats equipped with 
radiometers (116). 

AOML floats not equipped with 
radiometers (197) but corrected 
using SOCA Radiometry


